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K. Ketamina. Il fattore k della psichedelia
La ketamina è una sostanza sintetica, elaborata negli anni Sessanta in seguito a varie sperimentazioni ed utilizzata come anestetico. Adottata in seguito dalla cultura techno, si
diﬀonde in tutto il pianeta come droga a scopo ludico: il suo uso nelle discoteche e nei parties diventa massiccio. È una delle droghe con maggiore intensità psichedelica attualmente
conosciute. I suoi eﬀetti coprono i più diﬀerenti stati alterati di coscienza. Il libro ne descrive la storia, gli eﬀetti, i rischi, i riferimenti culturali.

Ketamina. Stili di consumo
Stili di consumo
FrancoAngeli 1341.2.60

Lo spettro di Dioniso nell’underground
Prolegomeni a una trance contemporanea
Mimesis La trasgressione delle norme sociali costituisce una pratica trasversale alla storia dell’umano: danze sfrenate, sostanze inebrianti, dispositivi di rovesciamento dell’ordine
quotidiano, come feste e rituali, hanno sempre svolto un ruolo attivo nell’ediﬁcazione delle condotte e degli immaginari di una società. Aspetti generalmente conﬁnati dentro
narrazioni etnograﬁche musealizzanti continuano invece a essere posti al centro di politiche normative speciﬁche, volte a ristabilire puntualmente la frontiera tra ciò che può essere
legalmente tollerato e ciò che deve essere culturalmente ostacolato. All’interno di tale quadro, disegnato sulle tracce di un capitalismo costantemente rinnovato, i rave party si
conﬁgurano come forme di resistenza ai processi di messa a proﬁtto della vita; luoghi in cui il corpo, la musica e la danza vengono sottratti all’oﬀensiva economica
democraticamente estesa dappertutto; luoghi prediletti per l’esplorazione dell’indeterminato che circonda l’individuazione.

Droghe ricreative. Le life skills per crescere in-dipendenti
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Le life skills per crescere in-dipendenti
FrancoAngeli 435.19

Allucinogeni, empatogeni, cannabis
bibliograﬁa italiana commentata
I Am Not a Man, I Am Dynamite!
Friedrich Nietzsche and the Anarchist Tradition
Autonomedia I Am Not A Man, I Am Dynamite! examines the historical, political and philosophical linkages between Nietzsche's transgressive thought and the transformative political
vision of anarchism.

Laughing Gas (nitrous Oxide)
Index of Economic Material in Documents of the States of the United States: Rhode
Island, 1789-1904
Ketamine
Dreams and Realities
"Karl Jansen's book Ketamine, Dreams, and Realities is a goldmine of information on this fascinating substance that combines in a unique way the properties of an anesthetic and a
psychedelic. It is clearly written, well researched and documented, and presents a balanced and objective view point. The author's broad perspective that covers all the aspects of
Ketamine from pharmacology to its use in raves makes this book interesting for clinicians and researchers, as well as the general public."- Stan Grof, M.D., author of Psychology of
the Future: Lessons From Modern Consciousness Research; LSD Psychotherapy "Indispensable reading for those with any interest in ketamine. Entertaining, thought-provoking, and
thorough." - Rick Strassman, M.D., author of DMT: The Spirit Molecule: A Doctor's Revolutionary Research into the Biology of Near-Death and Mystical Experiences "It is an excellent
book... a well done comprehensive review of the entire history of ketamine." - Evgeny Krupitsky, M.D., Ph.D. Pioneer researcher into the use of ketamine-assisted psychotherapy in
the treatment of alcoholism and heroin addiction.
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Animals and Psychedelics
The Natural World and the Instinct to Alter Consciousness
Simon and Schuster An Italian ethnobotanist explores the remarkable propensity of wild animals to seek out and use psychoactive substances. • Throws out behaviorist theories that
claim animals have no consciousness. • Oﬀers a completely new understanding of the role psychedelics play in the development of consciousness in all species. • Reveals drug use
to be a natural instinct. From caﬀeine-dependent goats to nectar addicted ants, the animal kingdom oﬀers amazing examples of wild animals and insects seeking out and consuming
the psychoactive substances in their environments. Author Giorgio Samorini explores this little-known phenomenon and suggests that, far from being conﬁned to humans, the desire
to experience altered states of consciousness is a natural drive shared by all living beings and that animals engage in these behaviors deliberately. Rejecting the Western cultural
assumption that using drugs is a negative action or the result of an illness, Samorini opens our eyes to the possibility that beings who consume psychedelics--whether humans or
animals--contribute to the evolution of their species by creating entirely new patterns of behavior that eventually will be adopted by other members of that species. The author's
fascinating accounts of mushroom-loving reindeer, intoxicated birds, and drunken elephants ensure that readers will never view the animal world in quite the same way again.

Physiology of Love and Other Writings
University of Toronto Press Physician, anthropologist, travel writer, novelist, politician, Paolo Mantegazza (1831-1910) was probably the most eclectic ﬁgure in late-nineteenth century
Italian culture. A proliﬁc writer, Mantegazza can be seen as a forerunner of what has come to be known as cultural studies on account of his interdisciplinary approach, his
passionate blend of scientiﬁc and literary elements in his writings, and his ability to transcend the boundaries between 'high' and 'low' culture. Though extremely popular during his
lifetime both in Italy and abroad, Mantegazza's works have not been made available in a signiﬁcant English language compilation. This volume is a representative overview of
Mantegazza's key works, many of them translated into English for the ﬁrst time. In addition to the unabridged Physiology of Love (1873), a veritable best-seller at the time of its
initial publication, this compilation features selections from Mantegazza's writings on medicine, his travelogues, his epistolary novel One Day in Madeira (1868), and his treatise on
materialistic aesthetics. Replete with an extensive and informative introduction by the editor, The Physiology of Love and Other Writings also excerpts Mantegazza's works of
science ﬁction, memoir, and social and cultural criticism. As an anthology of the works of Paolo Mantegazza, a writer of diverse topical orientations, this volume is also an account of
the circulation of ideas and cross-fertilization of disciplines that deﬁned a crucial period of Italian and European cultural life.

Vedic Mythology
The Routledge Companion to Ecstatic Experience in the Ancient World
Routledge For millennia, people have universally engaged in ecstatic experience as an essential element in ritual practice, spiritual belief and cultural identiﬁcation. This volume
oﬀers the ﬁrst systematic investigation of its myriad roles and manifestations in the ancient Mediterranean and Near East. The twenty-nine contributors represent a broad range of
scholarly disciplines, seeking answers to fundamental questions regarding the patterns and commonalities of this vital aspect of the past. How was the experience construed and by
what means was it achieved? Who was involved? Where and when were rites carried out? How was it reﬂected in pictorial arts and written records? What was its relation to other
components of the sociocultural compact? In proposing responses, the authors draw upon a wealth of original research in many ﬁelds, generating new perspectives and thoughtprovoking, often surprising, conclusions. With their abundant cross-cultural and cross-temporal references, the chapters mutually enrich each other and collectively deepen our
understanding of ecstatic phenomena thousands of years ago. Another noteworthy feature of the book is its illustrative content, including commissioned reconstructions of ecstatic
scenarios and pairings of works of Bronze Age and modern psychedelic art. Scholars, students and other readers interested in antiquity, comparative religion and the social and
cognitive sciences will ﬁnd much to explore in the fascinating realm of ecstatic experience in the ancient world.
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The Hallucinogens
The Hallucinogens attempts to provide a detailed description of the hallucinogens in a single volume. Hallucinogens are chemicals which in nontoxic doses produce changes in
perception, in thought, and in mood, but which seldom produce mental confusion, memory loss, or disorientation for person, place, and time. These latter changes are characteristic
of organic brain reactions following intoxications with alcohol, anesthetics, and other toxic drugs. The book covers the following hallucinogens: plant ß-phenethylamines, d-lysergic
acid diethylamide, ololiuqui, indole hallucinogens derived from t ...

Eleusis
Archetypal Image of Mother and Daughter
Princeton University Press The Sanctuary of Eleusis, near Athens, was the center of a religious cult that endured for nearly two thousand years and whose initiates came from all parts
of the civilized world. Looking at the tendency to "see visions," C. Kerenyi examines the Mysteries of Eleusis from the standpoint not only of Greek myth but also of human nature.
Kerenyi holds that the yearly autumnal "mysteries" were based on the ancient myth of Demeter's search for her ravished daughter Persephone--a search that he equates not only
with woman's quest for completion but also with every person's pursuit of identity. As he explores what the content of the mysteries may have been for those who experienced
them, he draws on the study of archaeology, objects of art, and religious history, and suggests rich parallels from other mythologies.

Quantifying Consciousness
An Empirical Approach
Springer Science & Business Media This book presents an approach to quantifying consciousness and its various states. It represents over ten years of work in developing, test ing, and
researching the use of relatively simple self-report question naires in the retrospective assessment of subjective or phenomenologi cal experience. While the simplicity of the
method allows for subjective experience to be reliably and validly assessed across various short stim ulus conditions, the ﬂexibility of the approach allows the cognitive psy
chologist, consciousness researcher, and mental health professional to quantify and statistically assess the phenomenological variables associ ated with various stimulus conditions,
altered-state induction tech niques, and clinical procedures. The methodology allows the cognitive psychologist and mental health professional to comprehensively quantify the
structures and pat terns of subjective experience dealing with imagery, attention, aﬀect, volitional control, internal dialogue, and so forth to determine how these phenomenological
structures might covary during such stimulus conditions as free association, a sexual fantasy, creative problem solving, or a panic attack. It allows for various phenomenological pro
cesses to be reported, quantiﬁed, and statistically assessed in a rather comprehensive fashion that should help shed greater understanding on the nature of mind or consciousness.

God Save Sex Pistols
Rizzoli Publications A deﬁnitive celebration packed with previously unseen material of the original punk band—the group that deﬁned a movement, energized a generation, and
brought punk music and the safety-pin aesthetic to the mainstream. The Sex Pistols have deﬁned the look, sound, and feel of the punk movement since they formed in London in
1975. Together for less than three years—a short run that included just four singles and one studio album before they broke up in 1978—their impact on the musical and cultural
landscape of the last forty years is nothing short of remarkable. The Sex Pistols—Johnny Rotten, Steve Jones, Paul Cook, and Glen Matlock (later to be replaced by Sid Vicious)—were
brought together by the cultural impresario Malcolm McLaren. Between the cultivated attitude of the players themselves, the aggressive management of McLaren, and the
tremendous success of their era-deﬁning album Never Mind the Bollocks Here’s the Sex Pistols, the band embodied the punk spirit and colored the worlds of music, fashion, youth
culture, and design forever. Published to coincide with the fortieth anniversary of the band’s formation, Johan Kugelberg and Jon Savage draw on an unprecedented wealth of
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material—from McLaren’s handwritten letters to never-before-seen photographs of the band, Jamie Reid’s iconic album artwork, and a range of ephemera from concert tickets to
fanzines—to produce the most comprehensive visual history of the band ever produced and a bible of popular culture for years to come.

Mystic Chemist
The Life of Albert Hofmann and His Discovery of LSD
The story of Albert Hofmann's life and the parallel story of LSD highlighting his academic journey, his research at Sandoz and his open minded, thoughtful philosophies about his
discovery.

Botanical Medicines
The Desk Reference for Major Herbal Supplements
Psychology Press Lists and describes common herbal supplements, providing botanical information, traditional uses, clinical studies, and dosage and safety information.

Narcotic Plants
Beatles 1962-1969: from Liverpool to Abbey Road
White Star Publishers The Beatles' adventure together ended exactly 50 years ago, with Abbey Road. Follow their story, year by year, from their early popularity in Liverpool's Cavern
Club, to their American "invasion" and the rise of Beatlemania, to the recording of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, the group's tense disintegration, and their ﬁnal moments
in the studio. Filled with nostalgic images, this book oﬀers memorable anecdotes, songs, and events that will delight Beatles' fans.

Pleasures of Solitude
With Other Poems
The Frock-Coated Communist
The Revolutionary Life of Friedrich Engels
Penguin UK Friedrich Engels is one of the most attractive and contradictory ﬁgures of the nineteenth century. Born to a prosperous mercantile family in west Germany, he spent his
career working in the Manchester cotton industry, riding to the Cheshire hounds, and enjoying the comfortable, middle-class life of a Victorian gentleman. Yet Engels was also the
co-founder of international communism - the philosophy which in the 20th century came to control one third of the human race. He was the co-author of The Communist Manifesto, a
ruthless party tactician, and the man who sacriﬁced his best years so Karl Marx could write Das Kapital. Tristram Hunt relishes the diversity and exuberance of Engels's era: how one
of the great bon viveurs of Victorian Britain reconciled his raucous personal life with this uncompromising political philosophy. Set against the backdrop of revolutionary Europe and
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industrializing England - of Manchester mills, Paris barricades, and East End strikes - it is a story of devoted friendship, class compromise, ideological struggle, and family betrayal.

Journeys Into the Bright World
Whitford Press

Behind Distillation
A Research Born After the Discovery in Cyprus of 2000 BC Alembics
The world of distillation has many fathers and mothers and an abundant progeny. The world of Medicine, Perfumery, Alchemy, and Spirits have claimed a leading role.
Understanding anything about it becomes a basic need, and a decisive starting point. It is a good idea to begin with the facts before venturing in the farrago of hypotheses and
interpretations. In a world divided and diversiﬁed as that of distilling the facts can come only from archaeology. Maria Rosaria Belgiorno is the archaeologist we owe the discovery
and reconstruction of a device dated to 1850 BC. She is the person who takes the reader on this long path... in a space of time as far as current. Gianfranco Todisco

A Colour Atlas of Poisonous Fungi
A Handbook for Pharmacists, Doctors, and Biologists
CRC Press This important timely publication is a photographic guide which facilitates recognition of poisonous fungi and treatment methods. The authors of this full color atlas
maintain that the best protection against poisoning by fungi is a detailed knowledge of the fungi themselves. The recent surge of interest in collecting fungi makes this thorough
and beautiful illustrated synthesis of current knowledge of their dangers especially timely. It includes information on the culinary preparation of fungi and how to deal with cases of
poisoning. It presents in detail fungal taxonomy, chemistry, pharmacology, toxicology, and medicine. The information assists readers in understanding the toxic substances present
in each case, the degree of toxicity of each fungus and likely eﬀects on the victim. This informative volume is important for accident and emergency doctors and nurses, general
practitioners and physicians, pharmacologists, pharmacists, toxicologists, poison control center personnel and biologists.

All About Passion
Harper Collins New York Times bestselling Australian author Stephanie Laurens delivers the latest tale in the immensely popular Cynster series. When Chillingworth is elected an
'honorary Cynster' at the end of All About Love, he knows he needs a wife, and an heir. His goal; a simple marriage without romance. He agrees to marry a woman he believes to be
pliant and quiet. Unfortunately for him, the woman he thinks is Francesca Rawling is really her cousin, Franni. Francesca herself is proud, passionate and opinionated in short, the
perfect bride for a Cynster...

The Extraordinary Works of Alan Moore
TwoMorrows Publishing More than just a tribute book, The Extraordinary Works of Alan Moore tells Moore's story, as the reclusive British author speaks enthusiastically and
passionately about his life and work in an extensive series of interviews. Moore displays his trademark wit and shares his unique insight on the comics that have shaped his
legendary career - from his beginnings on Swamp Thing to the present day success of his own comic book universe in America's Best Comics. Within this tome, readers will ﬁnd rare
strips, scripts, artwork and photographs of the author, most never published before. Also features Moore's closest collaborators elaborating in comic strip form on their
relationships with Moore, including Neil Gaiman (New York Times Best Selling Author of American Gods), Dave Gibbons (Artist of Watchmen), Sam Kieth (creator of MTV's The Maxx),
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Kevin O'Neill, Brian Bolland and others!

No Tomorrow
The Ethics of Pleasure in the French Enlightenment
University of Virginia Press "In this ambitious book, Cusset reframes the often misunderstood genre that celebrates what Casanova calls "the present enjoyment of the senses." She
contends libertine works are not, as is commonly thought, characterized by the preaching of sexual pleasure but are instead linked by an "ethics of pleasure" that teaches readers
that vanity and sensual enjoyment are part of their moral being. Developing Roland Barthes's concept of "the pleasure of the text," the author argues that the novel is a powerful
vehicle for moral lessons, more so that philosophical or moral treatises, because it conveys such lessons through pleasure." (Midwest).

The Engaged Sociologist
Connecting the Classroom to the Community
SAGE Publications This fully updated edition of The Engaged Sociologist by Kathleen Odell Korgen carries the public sociology movement into the classroom, while at the same time
providing an engaging overview of the entire ﬁeld. It demonstrates how to think sociologically, to develop a sociological eye, and to use sociological tools to become eﬀective
participants in a democratic society. Perfect as a supplement for an introductory course, or as a main text for any course that has public sociology at its roots, this inspiring book
will serve as a guidebook to any student who is passionate about applying sociological concepts to the world around them.

Exploring Mysticism
A Methodological Essay
Univ of California Press Diﬀerentiates between rational and irrational approaches to the study of mystical experience within the traditions of the major religions

Conversations with Lukács
Mit Press An introduction to Georg Lukacs's work as a whole and in particular to his later philosophical writings.

PLEASURES OF MELANCHOLY A POEM
Wentworth Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Conditions of Illusion
Papers from the Women's Movement
Sex, Drugs, Violence and the Bible
Boyfriends with Girlfriends
Simon and Schuster Sergio is bisexual, but his only real relationship was with a girl. Lance has always known he was gay, but he’s never had a real boyfriend. When the two of them
meet, they have an instant connection—but will it be enough to overcome their diﬀerences? Allie’s been in a relationship with a guy for the last two years—but when she meets
Kimiko, she can’t get her out of her mind. Does this mean she’s gay? Or bi? Kimiko, falling hard for Allie, is willing to stick around and help Allie ﬁgure it out. Boyfriends with
Girlfriends is Alex Sanchez at his best, writing with a sensitive hand to portray four very real teens striving to ﬁnd their places in the world—and with each other.

The Clinician's Guide to Treating Health Anxiety
Diagnosis, Mechanisms, and Eﬀective Treatment
Academic Press The Clinician's Guide to Treating Health Anxiety: Diagnosis, Mechanisms, and Eﬀective Treatment provides mental health professionals with methods to better identify
patients with health anxiety, the basic skills to manage it, and ways to successfully adapt cognitive behavioral therapy to treat it. The book features structured diagnostic
instruments that can be used for assessment, while also underscoring the importance of conducting a comprehensive functional analysis of the patient’s problems. Sections cover
reﬁnements in assessment and treatment methods and synthesize existing literature on etiology and maintenance mechanisms. Users will ﬁnd an in-depth look at who develops
health anxiety, what the behavioral and cognitive mechanisms that contribute to it are, why it persists in patients, and how it can be treated. Provides clinicians with tools to better
identify, manage and treat health anxiety Outlines a step-by-step behavioral treatment program Looks at the similarities and diﬀerences between health anxiety and other anxiety
disorders Reviews self-report instruments that can be used to measure health anxiety on a dimensional scale Includes information about recent diagnostic changes according to
DSM-5

The Pharmacology of LSD
OUP Oxford LSD has a controversial and extraordinary reputation, due to the special eﬀects it can induce on human consciousness.This book is the ﬁrst ever comprehensive review of
the psychological and pharmacological eﬀects of LSD. It draws on data from more than 3000 experimental and clinical studies.

Skinhead Nation
The essential read on the traditional Skinhead Subculture. Not nazi nonsense, just real Skinhead History.
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VHDL: Programming by Example
McGraw Hill Professional * Teaches VHDL by example * Includes tools for simulation and synthesis * CD-ROM containing Code/Design examples and a working demo of ModelSIM
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